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III.
REVIEW ESSAY

Leary, James P. Yodeling in Dairyland: A History of
Swiss Music in Wisconsin. Mount Horeb, WI: Wisconsin Folk
Museum, 1991. 63 pp.

Swissconsin: My Homeland. Audio cassette, collected by
the Wisconsin Folklife Center. 1988. Ethnic Music Series,
8801-C.

One of the most striking indexes of ethnic identity is the extent to which
an ethnic group is able to demonstrate that its significance in the history of a
region is greater than its number.

I've never known whether this was an

advantage or disadvantage to Swiss-Americans, whose numbers, after all, have
rarely overwhelmed those of other ethnic communities. Southern Wisconsin,
nevertheless, has long offered Swiss-Americans the exception that many took as
proof of the rule. In Green county, particularly in the towns of New Glarus and
Monroe, numbers were on the side of Swiss-Americans, creating for them what
James P. Leary calls "the cultural heart of Swiss Wisconsin" (p 7). If there is
any place that has earned the epithet, "Swiss-American," it is surely southern
Wisconsin. If there is any place where one would expect to hear Swiss music
today as evidence for that epithet, it is surely southern Wisconsin. The music and
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music history we encounter in the two publications reviewed . here amply
demonstrate the centrality of the question of "importance" -- in particular,
importance to the establishment of Wisconsin's own cultural history.

The

publications seem to suggest, moreover, that it is perhaps through the
performative quality of music that an ethnic group whose numbers are small can
maintain and even create ·that sense of importance necessary to ethnic identity.
Swiss-American music is important in the cultural history of Wisconsin, indeed
well beyond the numbers of Swiss-Americans in Green County, and this book and
cassette help us understand why.
The author of the book, James Leary, and the editors and collectors who
prepared the cassette, collectively the "Wisconsin Folklife Center," concentrate
almost entirely on the events and individuals that account for the importance of
Swiss music in Wisconsin. "Swiss music in Wisconsin" is therefore distilled to
its most essential elements, which consciously mark musical practices as "Swiss"
for both Swiss-Americans and others. We read that Swiss settled throughout the
state, in "all but a half dozen of Wisconsin's 72 counties" (p. 7), but the focus
of both book and cassette is on the significant places, musicians, and musical
styles that would seemingly account for survival of Swiss music to the present.
In the book and cassette, which are related to each other in both production and
content, the real home to Swiss music is New Glarus, with more working-class
Monroe playing a somewhat secondary role; the real history of Swiss music lay
in. the hands of accordion player, Rudy Burkhalter; the real core·of Swiss musical
style is yodeling. With these elements intact, a Swiss music history in Wisconsin
was possible.
As in any account of history, ethnicity, and their presence in music, other
approaches and choices would have been possible, yielding, perhaps, a very
different picture of the Swiss in Wisconsin. Religious music, whereas mentioned
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early in the book as the first Swiss music evident in historical records (p. 8), does
not have a significant role in this history, despite the fact that the largest
concentration of Amish in Wisconsin is also in Green County, and the Calvinist
hymn tradition of Swiss-Americans ·provides one of the best ways to establish
boundaries between their choral repertories and those of German-Americans,
who, in Wisconsin, maintained largely Lutheran repertories. Dialect differences,
too, do not influence the history we encounter here, suggesting that the
multiculturalism of Swiss musical traditions gave way to a pan-Swiss-American
tradition. Even most of the songs on the cassette that have dialect spellings of
their titles are sung in High German.

It would be very interesting to know

whether, in fact, this represents the emergence of a real Wisconsin style.
It was, moreover, the possible Wisconsinness or Americanness of the
musical practices represented in the book and on the cassette that I found most
intriguing. Even though·the author and collectors privileged the traditions marked
as Swiss -- yodeling and folkloric musics -- the music we hear suggests that
Wisconsin and North America influenced the music, resulting in musical
repertories and styles that were as American as Swiss. One of the most obvious
cases of this type of influence is in the transition from Swiss button-box
accordions to American piano accordions. Accordions appear throughout these
publications:

photographed musicians usually hold accordions; there are

numerous examples on the cassette; and the autobiography of Rudy Burkhalter
(pp. 37-59) is an oral history of one of Wisconsin's greatest accordionists who not
only made a career as a performer but also as a teacher of accordions.

The

accordion, then, represents musical culture contact, serving as a metaphor for the
exchange of musical and other ethnic traditions between Swiss-Americans and
other ethnic and social groups in the Midwest.

Given its presence in these

publications, then, the accordion through its transformations may well be one of
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those looking glasses that offer insight into the importance of Swiss in Wisconsin
and the United States.
Most impressive about the book and cassette is the broad range of
documentation that they provide.

The cassette contains not only recent field

recordbtgs, but also historical recordings of important Swiss-American musicians
from the past. The bibliography and discography of Swiss-American music at the
end of the book are by far the most extensive available. The intensive study of
Ruby Burkhalter effectively anchors the history to the lives of the individuals who
made that history. As gatherings of documents, the book and cassette reveal that
"Swissconsin" is not a single style, not a bastion of preservation and folklorismus.
The music of Wisconsin's Swiss immigrants and Swiss-American ethnic groups
is vital and diverse, and without taking account of it, a full understanding, of the
music, folklore, and history of the Upper Midwest would be quite impossible.

Philip V. Bohlman
University of Chicago
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The route of emigration from Switzerland to New Glarus, Wisconsin, 1845.
Courtesy New Glarus Historical Society.
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